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Taiwan Shilin District 

Prosecutors office Press Release 

Date of Issue：August 23,2022 

Contact number: 02-2836-1403 

 

Taiwan Shilin District Prosecutors Office prosecuted a 

Vietnamese man surnamed PHAM for murdering his 

wife, whom was found guilty by the court of first 

instance 

 

PHAM OO and LUU OO were married couple.The couple had a dispute at 

Kangning Street, Xizhi District, New Taipei City at about 9PM on 

November 23rd, 2022 due to PHAM OO’s belief that LUU OO was having 

an affair. PHAM OO and LUU OO went to a restaurant near Fude 1st Rd., 

Xizhi Dist., New Taipei City for negotiation after being dissuaded by one 

of LUU OO’s colleague. PHAM OO first held a kitchen knife from the 

restaurant, asking LUU OO to cut ties with the man whom LUU OO had 

an affair with, and then made a video call with his relatives and friends in 

Vietnam. PHAM OO's friend PHAM O JUN took away the kitchen knife 

and hid it when PHAM OO was not paying attention to avoid accident. 

However, PHAM OO and LUU OO still had a quarrel over affairs and 

financial issues. Based on murderous intent, PHAM OO held another fruit 

knife from the restaurant and stabbed LUU OO nine times on the neck, 

shoulders and chest, causing LUU OO to die on the spot due to multiple 

sharp weapon injuries, massive bleeding and hemorrhagic shock. PHAM 
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OO then fled to the dormitory located on the 2nd floor, No. 329, Fude 2nd 

Rd., Xizhi Dist., New Taipei City for shelter with another kitchen knife 

taken from the restaurant. The police responded to the scene and saw 

PHAM OO slashing his neck with a kitchen knife. PHAM OO was detered 

immediately by the police on the spot, and was arrested after sending to the 

hospital for treatment. PHAM OO was suspected of violating Article 271, 

paragraph 1 of Criminal Code of the Republic of China after being 

investigated by the prosecutor and was indicted with solid evidence on 

January 12th ,2022. The case（Judgement 111 Zhong-Su No. 1）was 

decided by Taiwan Shilin District Court on August 10th , 2022. PHAM OO 

was sentenced to 14 years of imprisonment for murder, and will be 

deported after execution or remission of punishment. 


